
2.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the assembly of the Z axis, using a ”DCNC LSM 40x160L”.
Step by step it is explained which action should be performed.
This chapter consists of the following sections:

• 2.2 Considerations

• 2.3 Required tools

• 2.4 Preparations

• 2.5 Assembly

• 2.6 Z axis checklist

• 2.7 Mounting bellows

• 2.8 Mounting the steppermotor

• 2.9 Mounting the Z axis brake
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2.2 Considerations

Please bear in mind that the used high precision parts and components require
special care.

The most critical measures are listed below, and repeated during this chapter.

• Hiwin carriages contain multiple guidance balls. These balls will fall out
when the carriage runs off the rails, leaving the Hiwin carriage unusable!
Never slide Hiwin carriages off the end of the rails without the plastic tube
to keep the balls in place, and never remove the plastic tube unless you
intend to mount the Hiwin carriage onto a rail.

• Analogous to the first attention pont, ballnuts also contain balls. Without
the aluminum tube these balls will fall out leaving the ballnut unusable!
Never remove the aluminum tube!

• Unless stated otherwise, do not tighten alignment sensitive parts such as
rails, and Hiwin carriage mounts until the system is complete and ready for
alignment.
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2.3 Required tools

The required tools are listed below:

• Tap M8

• Allen Keys

• Open end or Ring Wrench 5 mm

• Open end Wrench 17mm

• Magnetic stand, with Dial Gauge, or lever type gauge with dial indicator

• Small hammer

• Plastic hammer

• 3mm punch

• 10-30V DC Power Supply Unit

• Bearing press tools, or a benchvise

• Ballbearing grease

• Loctite 641 (cilindrical locking compound) or similar

• Loctite (medium strength for threads) or similar
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2.4 Preparations

Perform the following preparations:

• Mount the grease nipples to the Hiwin carriages, and align the texts (if there
is no text align the machined surfaces, see figure 2.8) as shown in figure 2.1:

Figure 2.1:

• Tap M8 thread on both ends of the profile (4 holes in total), as indicated on
the picture:

Figure 2.2:
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• Apply a thin film of Loctite 641 or similar on the bearing slot on the head-
plate and the bearing block. Press the bearings into both parts using your
hands. If necessary use a bearing press or a bench vise. The bearings must
be flush with the surface of the aluminum part.

Figure 2.3:

Figure 2.4:
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• Mount the T nuts, by spreading them evenly on the designated slot:

Figure 2.5:
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2.5 Assembly

Now the preparations are completed, you can start assembling.

• First, place the rails with the arrows indicating the same direction above the
placed T nuts as is shown in figure 2.6. Fasten the supplied M4x20 bolts
such that the bolthead is lower than the top of the rail, but not tightened;
allowing the rail to move a little.

Figure 2.6: Orientation of the rails

• The following step is to mount the headplate: If your z-axis profile is longer
than approximately 460 mm, apply thread loctite on to the supplied M8x30
bolts. If it is shorter, do not apply thread loctite yet. Firmly attach the
bolts in the M8 tapped holes.

This can be seen in figure 2.7:

Figure 2.7: Mounting the headplate
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• Now slide one rail against the headplate, and firmly tighten the first (adjan-
cent to the headplate) M4x20 bolt.

• Clean the rails with a clean cloth.

• Carefully place the first Hiwin carriage on the rail; push the plastic tube out
in the process as shown in figure 2.8:

Figure 2.8: Hiwin grease nipples should face eachother; place first carriage as
shown. Also, align the text of the carriages with the text of the rail

• Place your magnetic stand on the Hiwin carriage, and set the dial gauge to
0.00 on the side of the 160x40 profile as shown in figure 2.9:

Figure 2.9: Align the rails using a dial gauge

Translate the Hiwin carriage until next bolt appears. Now adjust the rail
and try to get the gauge to read 0.00 again, and tighten the M4x20 bolt. In
practice you can expect a variation of between +0.01 and -0.01 or between
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+0.02 and -0.02 depending on the amount of time you’re willing to spend.
We align the rails to the profile because we assume the aluminium profile to
be perfectly straight. From our experience we know that assumption is valid
for this case.

Figure 2.10:

Repeat this process until all bolts of the first rail are tightened; be careful
not to run the Hiwin carriage off the end of the rail.

• Next, place the remaining three Hiwin carriages on the rails as shown in
figure 2.11:

Figure 2.11: Orientation of the Hiwin carriages: text/machined surfaces aligned
and grease nipples facing each other
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• Mount the inductive sensor in the slideplate, and place 1 nut as shown in
figure 2.12:

Figure 2.12: Inductive sensor requires only one nut

• Place the slideplate on top of the four Hiwin carriages.
Loosely attach the slideplate on to the Hiwin carriages using the supplied
M5x20 bolts. Move the slideplate to the headplate and align the slideplate
with the headplate. Now tighten the bolts of both Hiwin carriages of the
first (aligned) rail.

Figure 2.13: Mount slideplate bolts loosely

• Now move the slideplate along the entire length of the rails multiple times
to align the second rail. Be very careful not to run the carriages off the end
of the rails! Tighten the M5x20 bolts of one of the carriages of the second
rail.
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• Now the remaining M4x20 bolts of the second rail should be fastened: Tighten
the first bolt firmly, then move the slideplate until the adjacent bolt appears;
tighten this bolt also. Repeat this procedure until the slideplate reaches the
end of the stroke.

Figure 2.14:

• Now slide the slideplate back and fasten the remaining M4x20 bolts.

• After all rail bolts are tightened, thighten the M5x20 bolts of the untightened
carriage on the second rail.

Figure 2.15:
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• Press the green protection caps into the hiwin rails mounting holes.

• If you are using a Variant 1A type ballnut, place 2 M5 T nuts in the slot below
the inductive sensor, and screw a M5x20 set screw in each T nut. Do not
tighten the set screws much because the definitive place will be determined
in on of the following steps:

Figure 2.16:

• Connect the inductive sensor to a power supply (refer to the wiring diagram,
brown= + 10-30 VDC, blue=ground), and move the sideplate until the sensor
is above one of the two M5x20 set screws.

Adjust the height of the sensor such that the LED is lit only when the sensor
is above the screw:

Figure 2.17:

• Now tighten the sensor nut by hand. Also, move the T nuts such that the
sensor is being triggered approximately 2-3mm before the Hiwin carriages
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reach the end of their stroke. NOTE: when you plan to mount bellows an
additional offset is required to compensate for the thickness of the bellows.

• If your z-axis profile is shorter than approximately 460mm: Remove the
headplate and firmly tighten the sensor locknut:

Figure 2.18:
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• If your z-axis profile is long than approximately 460mm: Move the slideplate
away from the headplate until there’s enough space between the slideplate
and the headplate. Firmly tighten the sensor locknut:

Figure 2.19:

• If you have not done this yet before: apply thread Loctite to the M8x30
bolts, and firmly tighten the headplate against the profile.
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• Clean the spindle with a clean cloth.

• WARNING: read next lines very carefully before mounting the ballnut onto
the ballscrew! Failing to do so will cause balls to fall out of the ballnut which
will render it useless.
Next remove the rubber O-ring of the aluminum tube of the ballnut. Then
insert the non-threaded end of the ballscrew in the aluminum tube of the
ballnut on the side without a groove.

Figure 2.20:

• Now turn the spindle gently into the ballnut; the aluminum tube automat-
ically leaves the ballnut. After this is done you can tweak the bolt of the
ballnut in order to adjust the pretension on the balls. The bolt should
be carefully tightened up to the point that the ballnut does not operate
smoothly anymore. Then rotate the bolt anti-clockwise until the ballscrew
turns smoothly without binding (mostly you need to rotate the bolt about
30 degrees).

Figure 2.21:
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• Apply four M10 washers on the spindle end when using a NEMA23 motor
or two if you use a NEMA34 motor:

Figure 2.22:

• Slide the ballscrew through the bearing into the headplate:

Figure 2.23:
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• Apply the M10x0.75 locknut on the ballscrew thread, and tighten the nut
using the DamenCNC wrench and a flex coupler:

Figure 2.24: M10x0.75 locknut, DamenCNC wrench and a flex coupler

Figure 2.25:
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• Attach the ballnut loosely to the slideplate:

Figure 2.26:

• Mount the floating bearingblock, with the bearing facing outward, in such a
way that the ballscrew is covered, but the ballscrew thread should not touch
the bearing. The floating bearingblock will be at approximately 70 mm from
the end of the profile. See figure 2.27:

Figure 2.27:

• Now tighten the ballnut bolts firmly.

• Tighten the floating bearingblock hand tight (approximately 5 Nm)

• Rotate the ballscrew to move the slideplate to the motor end. Apply a thin
film of grease on the ballscrew. Rotate the ballscrew back and forth to spread
the grease over the ballscrew until a thin layer of grease is evenly spread.
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• Mount the endplate.

• Now the z-axis is completed, there should be two M8x30 bolts left. They
are for mounting the bridge together with the z-axis. This is explained in
Chapter 4 Joining the Z axis and the bridge
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2.6 Z axis checklist

If you just build the Z axis with this manual the following checks should already
be done:

• Is the ballscrew turning without binding?

• Is the sensor working and activated at the right moment (approximately 2-3
mm (plus a bellow offset if required) before the end of the stroke of the Hiwin
carriages)?

It is recommended to perform the following checks before mounting the Z axis into
a machine:

• If possible test the Z axis with your DCNC RTR Controller.
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2.7 Mounting bellows

• For mounting the bellows you’ll need two types of mountplates:

Figure 2.28:

• Use a countersink drill to countersink the mounting holes of the bellow
mountplates ’outside’. You will need 3 bellow plates with holes ’B’ coun-
tersunk and 1 bellow plate with holes ’C’ countersunk. Look in figure 2.28
for the ’B’ and ’C’ marks

• Mounting a bellow mountplate ’outside’ (with countersunk holes ’B’) onto
the endplate, using M4x10 countersunk allen bolts.

Figure 2.29:
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• Mount one mountplate (with countersunk holes ’B’) on both sides of the
slideplate, using M4x10 countersunk allen bolts.

Figure 2.30:

• Mount a bellow mountplate (with countersunk holes ’C’) onto the bearing-
plate, using M4x10 countersunk allen bolts.

Figure 2.31:
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• Mount clips onto the Bellow mountplates ’inside’:

Figure 2.32: Place the clip sideways onto the inner bellow plate

Figure 2.33: Rotate the clip until...
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Figure 2.34: ... it is positioned as depicted above.

• Using two hands, pull the bellow sheets, one by one, into the side slots of
the 40x160L profile.

Figure 2.35:
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• After mounted onto the 40x160L profile, position the inner bellow plate into
the bellow with the folded side of the clip facing toward the first plastic
bellow plate.

Figure 2.36:

• Before continuing, don’t forget to adjust the two Tnuts with setscrews which
are for triggering the end switch. They should be placed in such a way that
the limit switch gets triggered 2-3 mm before the bellows are completely
compressed. See for explanation: Chapter 2.5 Assembly.

• Use a sharp screw, or a tool to punch a hole into the bellows fabric.

Figure 2.37:
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• Screw the inner bellow plate onto the outer bellow plate.

Figure 2.38:
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2.8 Mounting the steppermotor

• Mount the V40 NEMA 23/34 Adapter onto the Z-axis bearingplate, using 4
DIN912 M6x20 bolts.

Figure 2.39:

• Mount the 2 NEMA 34 Mounts, using 4 DIN912 M6x50 bolts.

Figure 2.40:
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• Mount the coupler onto the motor. Keep enough distance between the motor
housing and the coupler to make sure the coupler will have enough overlap
with the motor shaft and the spindle. In this case it’ll be about 17 mm.

Figure 2.41:

• Mount the motor with the wiring oriented to the slideplate side of the Z-axis
assembly. Use 4 DIN912 M5x20 bolts to mount it to the NEMA 34 Mounts,
but do not tighten them yet to allow the motor to move still.

Figure 2.42:
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• Tighten the coupler bolts.

Figure 2.43:

• Tighten the 4 motor bolts.

Figure 2.44:
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2.9 Mounting the Z axis brake

• Mount the brake nut at 0.2 mm from the motor housing.

Figure 2.45:

• Orient the brake to align with the nut. Then rotate it to align the brake
with the mounting holes in the motor and with the wiring to the slideplate
side of the Z-axis assembly. Mount the brake with 4 bolts.

Figure 2.46:
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